General Announcements (Sanaa):

- Most students are confirmed to stay for 9th week
- An event for finalists has been organized (during 9th week)
- 4th years want a formal as well, this has been passed on to catering
- Safety Fobs:
  - Working with Amy to arrange ‘safety fobs’ for all students – basically a keychain with the numbers for the college lodge, emergency services and nightline
  - College is supporting this – Sanaa or Amy to follow up
  - Should be distributed to all students at the start of next year.

9th Week Activities Plan (James and Caroline)

- Current and elect ENTZ reps working together
- Three main events:
  - Monday – chill tapas and sangria night
  - Friday – A priority fresher’s event with drinks and music (two bands booked)
  - Saturday – A similar event for the rest of the years
- We can have 4 sets of 30 students per Quad event
  - Will be separated by rope (but this is the porter’s responsibility)
- Leila organizing an alpaca petting session
- James researching mini golf
  - More expensive, around £300 for two days
- A sport day:
  - Probably at the Fortress (half way between here and Summertown)
  - More fun activities such as egg-and-spoon races and tug-of-war etc
- Cinema screening were planned but are now unlikely:
  - Max 30 people in the MOLT
  - No food or drink (so no popcorn as planned)
- G&D’s trips for students who still want to avoid big groups
- Looking for more non-alcoholic evening events. Let them know your suggestions.
- Meeting with catering to firm up plans and get food quotes tomorrow
- SM – are we funding these events or will there be a cost for the tickets?
  - Will know more after catering meeting
  - Dilan says we have about £500 left
  - Most likely we will have tickets at a subsidies cost (a few pounds each)
  - Also have room for exemptions if some students can’t afford the tickets
- RS – Once plans are confirmed let me know so I can add them to a 9th week newsletter (for students not on social media)
Any Other Business:

- **Fridge-Gate revisited (Orly):**
  - Minifridge collection will take place on Friday rather than Saturday of 8th week
  - Lucia has located the scouts who clean the suspect rooms to see who had their minifridge removed
    - The issue now is that the students have stopped replying to emails as on one wants to give up their fridge
    - To be handed over to Lucia (as an intimidation tactic?)

- **International storage (Orly):**
  - Students are starting to ask questions as no one has heard anything yet
  - ATM – also confused and has heard nothing
    - Worst case scenario, we can get a hold of the keys and organize it ourselves.

- **College Drink Competition (Bilal):**
  - Bilal in liaison with Mike the barman
  - Will be going on in the background of 9th week
  - Hopefully will increase uptake at the bar

- **Streaming Football on the Quad (Bilal):**
  - Been suggested by a couple of freshers
  - The quad may be problematic because of noise and sunlight
    - CG – could use the MOLT but still the issue of limited capacity and not being allowed to eat or drink
    - JC – Could use the Fortress (but will face similar issues to the quad just without college complaints)
  - SM – we have powerful projectors so it could work in the light
  - SM – When are the matches?
    - JC – During the day and evening (but not late enough for it to be really dark)
  - Sanaa to follow up with John on Monday

- **Welfare dogs update (Maya):**
  - Instructions and responsibilities have been handed over to Leila
  - The alpacas are currently taking priority

- **Post trashing litter pick (Emily):**
  - Oxclean rents out free equipment but we need the date, time and numbers
  - Will send out a google form for sign-ups.

- **BSL Session (Pippa):**
  - Hopefully an instructor will come into college to give an introductory BSL session (offered to all students)
  - Maybe confirmed an advertised last minute
• Please come if it happens

• **Self-Defence class update (Sanaa on behalf of Amy):**
  o Couldn’t be organized for week 8
  o Has been booked for Michaelmas Term
  o Amy to contact Viv to get this in the JCR diary for next year.